
Homological and cohomological motives of algebraic varieties

Masaki Hanamura

  The framework of mixed motives in [Ha] will be shown to be $uited for the study of motives of
quasi-projective, pessibly singulaur, varieties and their Chew groups. We define cohomological
motives of quasi-prejective varieties; they ferm a cegtravariant imcter ftom the categery of
q"asi--projective varieties eo the triallgulated categery ef inixed motives. There is atse the
functer ef cempactly supported cohemolcgical metive$. These functers are eompatible with
Wei} cohomelogy groups, resp. eompactly supperted cohomology groups.
  We use cubical hyperresolution (see [GNPP] for an elaborate exposition), a variant of hyper-
covering [De], both of which were used in the context of mixed Hodge theory. Hyperresolutiun
has the technical advantage of being of finite length. One could formally say that this work
is am adaptation of the method of hyperresolutions in the context of higher Chow groups and
rnotives. For the hyperresolutions to exist, we assume resolutions of singularities exist for
varieties over the ground field h. The main results of this paper are the following.

  (1) (See Theorems (2.3) and (2.9).) The homologica} cycle complex of S. B}och has descent
property for hyperrese}ution$; thls is a consequeRce cf k$ locallzation pyoperty. Hence foi}ews
ehe exlsteRee ofthe cgitSyavariant functor h. Åqcempactly supperted cekomeicgicai mgtive) frem
the categery cf quasYprojective varieÅíies ever k alld proper maps to gke triallgu}ated category
of mixed metives P(k). The dual of h. is the "Berel-Meore homoiogical metive" fuRctor.

  (2) (See Theorem I.) Let U be a quasi-projective variety and U. its hyperresolution. Let
Xr(U.,•) be the cycle complex of codimension of r of U.. We may form the cohomological
cgele complex Z'(U.)* as the deuble complex with terms X"(U., •); one of the differentiaks is
the differential of each Zr(U., •), and the other differential comes from the pull-backs by the
face maps of the hyperresolution. (More precisely, for the pull-backs to be defined one has to
take quasi-isomorphic subcoinplexes of each Z"(U.,•). ) The complex is independent of the
hyperresolution in the derived category, and U e Z'(U.)" i$ contravariant}y fuRctorial. 'The
bomo}ogy of this cemplex, denoted CHC"(U, n), }s by definitioxx the higher C}iow cohomolegy
gromp, er f;}etivic cehemelegy ef U.

  (3) (See Theorem II.) There exlsts a coRtravariallt functer h Åírem the category of qttasi-
projeetive varieties over k (and ai} maps) te D(k). The cycle eomplex of h(U) is the cohomo-
logical cycle complex of U. (Each object of CL)(k) has its associated cycle complex.) h(U) is
the cohomological motive of U, armd its dual h(U)V is the compactly supported homological
motive of U.

  (4) Generalizing (3), there is a contravariant functor h from the category of maps of quasi-
projective varieties to D(k), which associates to a map f : U - V its motive h(U -:f-År V).

  (5) The motive h(b' -:f-År V) $atisfies the usttal properties (distinguished triangles for triples,

excision theorem).

  Threifghent tkis paper we wi}l gmp}oy tke language ef mixed motive$ defilled as diagram$
of smooth prejective varietles ({Ka] er g4 of thls paper). This paper is a versien of my preprint

zmder the same title, which also contained the content of [Ha 1]. In gl we recall cubieal
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hyperresolution. In g2 we review cycle complex briefiy, show Theorem (2.3), and state the
other main theorems. The proofs of the theorems are in Sg3, 5, and 6.
  The contravariant functor U N CHC'(U, O) is a candidate for Chow cohomology theory
IFu], but falls short of satisfying all the expected properties. We will discuss this and other

lssues m a separate paper.
  Independent of us H. Gil}et and Ch. Sou}6 [GS] have found that hyperrese}utions - or more
precisely hypereRvelopes to obtain iRtegral result$ - are usefu} te study motives. Subsequent}y
there appeaxed a related werk ef F. Gni}}eR aRd V. Navarro-Azmar [( N]. E. &ied}aRdey ai}d
V. Voevedsky IFr-Vo] also dedned motivlc cohome}ogy.

  Acknowledgement. We would 1ike to thank S. Bloch, W. Fulton and Ch. Soul6 for helpfuI
advice.

  We consider quasi-projective vaJrieties over a field k (namely, not necessarily irreducible, re-

duced quasi-projective schemes over k), or just schemes for short, and work under the assump-
tion that desingularizatin of simgularities, embedded resolution of singularities, and resolution
of indeterminacy of ratiexxal maps all exist (for examp}e char k = O). Denote the category of
smooth quasi--project!ve (resp. quasi-prejective, pyojective, er $mooth projectlve) varieties by
(SmeeSk Q-i)roj/k) (resp. (Q-Proj/k), (Prgj'/k), er (SraooSh Proj/k)).

  Fer a map f : X -År Y of varieties, the graph is the $ttbvariety rf c IY Å~ X which is the
image of the closed immersion (f, id) : X - Y Å~ X.
  For a cycle z on XÅ~Y, its transpose tz is the cycle s.(x) on YÅ~X where s : XÅ~Y ---År YÅ~X

is the isomorphism which switches the factors.

  1)(le) is the motivic category as defined in [Ha]. @(r) (r G Z ) are the Tate objects. For an
object K ofD(k), its dual i$ dcmoted by KV, and K(r) :nm KX@(r) (Tate twists). ln fact,
all the constructions in this paper take place in the fu11 subcategory Dfi.it.(k) of motives of
finite type. We recall the definition of Dfi.ite(k) in g4.
  Se(K, •År is the cyc}e complex of an object K in D(k). We define

zr(K, •) == z"(K(r){2r], •)

and CH"(K, n) - CHe(K(r)[2r], n) :== H.Z'(K(r)[2r], •).

  gl. Cubical hyperresolutions.
  Hyperresolutions [GNPP], see also [Ca]. In the following, we denote by I a flnite ordered
category. By definition, T is a small category satisfying the following conditions:
  (i) The set of objects Ob(I) is a finite set, and for i, 1' di Ob(J), Hom(i, 2') is a finite set.

  (ii) For each object i of J, Homi(i,i) = {id}. If Homf(i,J') and Homi(ii) are both
xxonempty, then i = j.
By ait i-scheme (gr a f-diagram of schefne$ ef type J) we meak a centravariagt fuRcterr Åírema
f ikto tke categgry ef schemes. I-sckemes ferm a category.
  Fer examp}e, if I is a finite ordered set, thell lts associated categery is a finlte ordered
category; by definition, the associated category has I as the set of ebjects and Hom(i,2')
consists of a single element if i Kww 1', and is empty if i År i Another example of a finite ordered
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cfttegory we will cgnsider ls #he truneateg sS?-ict $impgieial cateserzs (A...)p. Recall tke ebjects

of this category are In] = {O, 1, • - • , n}, n S p and the morphisms are strict,ly increasing maps.

A (Amon)p-scheme is nothing but a truncated strict simplicial scheme.
  We deftgte by Z.{- the category associated te tke partla}ly grdered set wkh elemeg#s or =
(dvo, cMi,a2,••- , an) with ai ff {O, 1}. (a S al iff ori K a:• for al} i. ) By O. we mean the subset

( and subcategory) of O.+ consisting of elements( objects) except (O,O,•-•,O). A n.+- or Mn-

scheme ls ca}}ed a cubical scheme.
  If f and J are finite ordered categories, X an 1-scheme, Y a J-scheme, and ip : I - J a
functor, a map of 1-diagrams of scheme3 !s a morphism of Pschemes f : X -År ip'Y. We call ip
the type ef f, Maps of l-diagrams may be composed, afid thus 1-diagrams form a eategory.

  Let S be a I-scheme, a 2-resoltttion of S is a Cartesian $quare consisting ef J-schemes Zab
(a,b xe g, 1)

                                 Zll - ZOI
                                  i 'i

                                 Zlo el Zoo
where
  (1) Zoo = S,
  (2) Zoi is a smooth I-scheme,
  (3) the horizolltal arrows are c}osed immersiens of I-schemes,
  (4) f is a proper morphisma of I-schemes, and
  (5) Zig contains the dSscrimiRaRt locus of f.

  Let r21 be an integer, X.n a ur]X Å~ l-scheme for1 rk n S r. Suppose that for ail n,
1 S n Åq r, the []X-i x I-schemes Xo"o+.i and Xi". are the same. Then we define, by induction

ek r, the E.{- Å~ I-scheme Z. == rg(Xi,••f,.X:) (ca}}ed tke f'edueticn) as fel}ews. Ifr= i, we
define Z. = X.i. If r = 2, we define Z.. = rd(Xi,X.2.) by

                           z.,-(illi,g if, a.-EE";e)

fer a}} BE Bg, with the evident morpkisms. If r År 2, we defue

                          Z. == rd(rd(Xi,•••X:-'),x.r).

(1.1) Definition. Let S be an I-scheme. A 1-iterated cubical hyperresolutionofS is a D.+ Å~I-
scheme Z. such that Z. == rd(Xi,•••,X;) where
  (1) X.i is a 2-reso}ution of S,
  (2) For 1 fi{ n Åq r, X."+i i$ a 2-resolution of X.", and

  (3) Z. !s smooth for al} ct E D..
  For an integer n k 2, define inductively the notioxx of n-iterated cabical hyperresolution of S
as 1-iterated cubical hyperresolution of a (n - 1)--iterated eubical hyperresolution of S. Namely
a {]; Å~ I-sckeme X. Is aR f}-lterated cublca} kyperrese}gtign if there is a sequeBce eÅí 1-diagrams

                      x. = x(n) --År x(n nd 1) -År • - • - x(1) --År s

l9.3
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of type

       Di Å~I= []Xi Å~'''Å~ Dr+. Å~I- Dr+i Å~'`'Å~OS.-i Å~I-''' ffÅr D;i Å~IDI

(each map is a projection) where X(i) -År X(i-i) is a 1-iterated cubical hyperesolution.

  We will simply call an n--iterated cubical hyperresolution a hyperre$olution of S. By abuse
of notation, one also denotes by X. the Z. Å~ I-scheme obtained by restriction from D.+ to Zr;

this is also called hyperresolution of S, and often denoted with augmentation X. - S. The
number r is the length of X..

  A cubical hyperresolution X. naturally defines a strict simplicial scheme the n-th term of
which is
                Xn = ll Xa where Kao,••• am)l = ao +••• am ;

                     lctl=n+1

we denote t,his by the same X., the face maps by di and the augmentation map by a.

                                       do                              •••3 X, pt X, -gÅr S.
                                 - dl

  Example. Let X be a quasi-projective variety, {Xi}oÅqiÅq. be a finite set of smooth closed
subvarieties such that X = UXi. Then the D.+-scheme defined by

                            Xa = A Xi , Xo =X,
                                  ai==1

together with the face maps induced by inclusions, is a hyperresolution of X, provided the
X. are all smooth. We denote this by X.. If X is a simple normal crossing divisor on a
.gmooth variety, one may take as Xi the irreducible components of X, and obtain the canonical

hyperresolution X. of X.

  It is a fact (Theorem 2.6 of [GNNP, I]) that if resolutions of singularities and embedded
resolutions of singularities exist for schemes over k, and I is a finite ordered category then
any I-scheme S over k has a cubical hyperresolution. In the following we refer to cubical
hyperresolution as hyperresolution.

(1.2) Definition. Let b-i:D.+ -År D.++i be the map which sends (ao,•••a.) to
((2o,'"' ,dvi-iiO, ai)••• i orn). A face map is a map of the form

                           6 = 6i.o'''o6ii:On+ -År Dn++p'

  By definition, if X. (resp. X;) is a D.+ Å~ I-scheme (resp. OX, Å~ I-scheme) which is a
hyperresolution of an J-scheme S (resp. S'), a map between them is map of 1-diagrams of
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schemes of type a face map 6Å~ idi. One then has a commutative diagram of !-diagrams of
schemes
               X. -th X; Dn'xJ40n",XI
               "t ta'                                              tt                                 of type

                S-cb S, I L
Cubical hyperresolutions of I--schemes form a category. A map of hyperresolutions induces the
associated map of augmented strict simplicial schemes, still denoted by th. : X. - X:.

  (1.3) Maps of hyperresolutions obtained as follows are particularly useful. Let S be an
I-scheme and
                             (x.s).(x-s)-•s
be maps of 1-diagrams of type

                           Or' Å~ De Å~I -År D.' Å~I-I

(maps are projections) where (X -År S) is an iterated hyperresolution of S, and (X -År S) is an
iterated hyperresolutions of (X -År S). Then there are natural maps

(x.s)3rkes
of type

(maps are
form

and S =
Xt-st)

                D.' Å~I-År []t Å~D,' Å~IeO.' Å~I

face maps) where S is the restriction of X to (O, • • • , O)

        xt-P st DrxOsxl-
        ai l of type t

        X-S DrXI --'""'---
(S' -År S). S isahyperresolution of S. We denote the
by Xt.

Å~ogÅ~L

Ds Å~I

t
  I

Dr+s-1

Note X is of the

Å~ I-scheme (X e

  Let Hrc(l - (Q-Proj/k)) denote the category of hyperresolutions of I-quasi-projective va-
rieties over k'. One has a natural functor Hrc(J - (Q-Proj/k)) -ÅÄ I- (Q-Proj/le). Let Åí be
the class of morphisms in Hrc(I - (Q-Proj /k)) which induce identities on l - (Q-Proj /k), and
let Ho Hrc(I - (Q-Proj/k)) be the localization of Hrc(J - (Q-Proj/ic)) by Z (see [GZ] for the
general notion of localization of a category). One has an induced functor

                     Ho Hrc(I - (Q-Proj /k)) -År J - (Q-Proj /k) .

If J := ! we write simply Hrc (Q-Proj/k) for Hrc(1- (Q-Proj /k)). The
Theorem 3.8].

following is [GNNP, I,
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(1.4) Theorem. The fanctor HoHrc(I - (Q-Proj/k)) -År l- (Q-Proj/h) is an equivalence
of categories.

  g2. Cycle complexes and the statements of the main theorems.
  Cycle complexes [Bl-1,2] [Bl-Le]. Let X be a variety (or a scheme) over a field k. Define
the cycle complexofX as follows. Let []" =A with coordinates (xi,•-• ,x.). Faces ofO"
are intersections of codimension one faces, and the latter is of the form a:•,.-i = {xi = a} where

a = O or 1. A face of dimension m is canonically isomorphic to OM. Let Åí. be the symmetric
group of order n acting on ll" by permutations of coordinates.

  Let

   Z,(X, n) == {Qcycle z of dimension s + n on X Å~ O" 1 each irreducible component of z

              meets each face of X Å~ Dn properly, and z is alternating with respect

              to the action of Zn.}

The inclusions of a codimension one faces 6i,. : 02•,Ii g O" induce the map

                    O = 2(-1)`+a6;•,. : Z, (X, n) - Z. (X, n- 1) .

and (Z,(X, •), a) is a homology complex. We call this the cycle complex (of codimension r) of

X. By definition the (rational) higher Chow groups are the homology groups of this complex:

                             CHs(X, n) = Hn Zs (X, ') •

  For an equi-dimensional variety X we set Z'(X, •) = Zdimx-r(X, •) •
  In [Bl-Le], considering "normalized" Z- cycles in place of Qcycles, integral higher Chow
group is defined, and denoted it by CH'(X,n). In this paper we only consider the rational
cycle complexes and rational Chow groups.

  A proper map of varieties f : X - Y induces a map of cycle complexes f. : Z.(X,•) -
Z,(Y, •). Similarly there is pull-back by flat maps.

(2.1) Localization Theorem [Bl-2]. Let X be a variety and Z c X a closed subset. Then
the diagram of complexes with the natural maps

                         z,(z, •) - z, (x, •) - z, (x - z, -)

can be extended to a distinguished triangle in the derived category.

  For smooth quasi-projective varieties V, there is a collection of subcomplexes, called distin-
guished ,subcomplexes, that satisfy the conditions:

  (i) The inclusion of a distinguished subcomplex Z'(V, -)' c Z'(V, •) is a quasi--isomorphism.
If Z'(V, •)' and Zr(V, •)" are distinguished subcomplexes of Zr(V, •), there is a third distin-
guished subcomplex Z'(V, •)"' contained in both Z'(V •)' and Zr(V, •)".
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  (il) If e : W - Y !s a map ef smootk qttasl-projective variet}es, alld Zr(W, -)' c Zr(W, -) ls
a distinguished subcomplex, there i$ a distinguished subcornplex Zr(V, •)' ex Z'(V, •) on which
ip* : ar(v',•)' - zr(W, •)' is defined.

  For V smooth projective, a distinguished $ubcomplex is one of the form Z{ir(V, •) where VV
is a finite collection of subvarieties of V, see [Bl ll. ZW(V, n) c Z'(V, n) censists of cycles

ofi .X Å~ U" that meet W properly. In general take a smooth compactificatioB ,i : V g V,
a distinguished subcomplex Zr(V,•)' c Xr(V,•) and Iet Z"(V, •)' be its image under the
restriction j" : Zr(V, 4) - Z'(Y •). Thl$ is a quasi-i$omeyphic subcemplex by tbe }ocallzatieR
theorem. Varying V and Åír(V, •)', one hemg the coilection of distinguished subcomplexes of
Zr(V, •). One can verify the other properties.

  Let U be a quasi-projective variety, and a : U. -År U be a hyperresolution. The double
complex
                    =d; z,(u.,•) idng ••• :d:ng z,(Ui,•) "d 2,(Ue,') -g

(where Z,(Uo,n) is placed in homological degree n and d. := Åí(-1)idi.) will be denoted by
2. (U.)*. Tke fe}lowlng ls a cci}sequence of the }oca}izatioit tkeeTem of cyc}e cemp}exes.

(2.2)Theorem Let
                                  zt L u'

                                 qS Sp

                                  z-!L-u

be a Cartesian sguare u?kere p is proper, S is a closed i?}}mersigT},

[f - Z. Then there is a distinguished triangle of the form

Z,(zs)
-SEt:igz2Årg)z

.ÅqU') s Z, (z)

andp indwee$ p: U' - Z' - iL

-{ptr-=t:Åra 2,(u) ll]

-•
(2.3) Theorem. The natural ?nap of eemplexes a.:
phism.

  Preof Olte has oRly ee prgve thls fer 1-iteraÅíed
length r of a 1-iterated hyperresolution. Let rd(U.i,•

2-resolution of U, which is a square:

The ur.+-1

it consists

Å~ uro-F-scheme rd(U.2,•••,

of O.-i-sehemes W; and

W'
ig

W
U.r)

W.

wh--(z-,

  a
-

Z, (U. ).
--

)- Z,(U, •) is a guasi- isemor-

hyperre$e}=tieRs. By iRdttctieR

•• ,U.r) be a hyperresolution.

U,

i'

lyr

is a hyperresoiution
, augmented to Wi

on tke
u.i isa

of the Oo+-scheme g : W' --)- W;

and W, respectively, and a map
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W; - W. augmented to VV' - W.

W:-W'
t

                                 W.

One has a map of distinguished triangles

                Z.(W') -tl:3:-•--)h z,(u')

s

- Zs(U'mwtt) -t]

                   ig• lf• tft
                Zs(W) -rrEk- Zs(U) - Zs(U-W) -g[LÅr] .

Since U' - W' # U - VV, the third horizontal arrow is a quasi-isomorphism; hence we have
the distinguished triangle:

                  z,(vv') -E(str-! ttÅrg B ) z,(vv)ez,(tt) -E!r=:fC!År z,(u) -![!2År] .

By induction hypothesis, the maps induced by the augmentations

                    Z, (W:). -År Z, (W') and Z, (W. ). - Z, (W)

are quasi-isomorphisms. Hence the claim for the given hyperresolution of U.

  For a hyperresolution U. -År U, one considers the double complex

             zr(u.)* :::= [zr(u,,•)' Et3- .zr(u,,•)' g •-• g3- zr(u.,•)' S •••]

where Z'(U.,•)' are distinguished subcomplexes so that the above sequence of maps d' :=
Z)(-i)id,' are defined. Zr(U.)' is well-defined up to canonical quasi-isomorphism (one is free
to replace Z'(U., •)' by smaller distinguished subcomplexes). We call it the eohomological cycle
complex ot' U. If f : U - V is a map of quasi-projective varieties and f. : U. - V. a map of
hyperresolutions over f, there is a map f.' : Z'(V.)' - Zr(U.)', where Z'(V.)' is chosen so
t,he map is defined. The cohomological cycle complex of U is independent of the choice of its

hyperresolution up to quasi-isomorphism as the following theorem claims.

  Theorem I. Let U be a guasi-prou'ective variety, U. --År U and U: - U be hyperresolutions
of U, and U. -" U: a map over U. Then the induced rnap 2r(U:)' - Z'(U.)' is a quasi-
i,s'omorph'ism.

  There is a functor
                            Z':(Q-Proj/k)OPP -År D(Q)

that sends U to Zr(U.)' and associate to a map f : U --År V the induced map (f.)' : Z'(V.)' -År

Z'(U.)* where f. : U. - V. is a map of hyperresolutions over f.
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  The first half together with Theourem (1.4) impiies the latter half. Indeed the functor Zr :
IIrc (Q-Proj/k)OPP -År D(ÅqQ}) gives rise to .Z' : HoHrc (Q-Proj/h)opP e D(Q), hence the functor

as stated, using the equivalence HoHrc (Q-Proj/k) - (Q-Proj/k).

(2.4) Definition. For a quasi-projective variety U,

                           CKCr(U, n) = H.Z'{U.)';

tki$ we ca}khe higher Chew cehomolegy group ef U. Higher Chow cohomo}ogy is ceRtravari-
antly functorial; a map f : U D V induces a map f" : CffCr(V, n) -År CHC'(U, n). If U i$
smooth, CHC'(U, n) = CHr(U, n),

  Writ,e 2 for Oo+. A 2-diagram of quasi-projective varieties is nething but a map f : U ---År V

in (Q-Proj /k). One can consider the category of 2-diagrams, and denote it by 2- (Q-Proj /k).
For a 2-diagram f : U -År V, take its hyperresolution f. : U. - V. (more restrictive than a
xmap of hyperresolutions over f, in particular U. and V. have the same length). Then consider

the complex
                         Coxxe{f: : z"(v.)' . zr(u.)*] .

If f';if' -År Y' l$ aRetker ll-dlagrara,

                                um5v

                                gi ht

                                ut 4' v,

a map between them, and
                                U. --tf2-, V.

                               g•i h•i

                                u; 4f itr;

a map of hyperresolutions af the 2-diagrams, there is the induced map

                          (h:,y.") : Cone f': - Cone L' .

Theorem I above can obviously be generalized to the fol}owing:

(2.5År Variant of Theorem I. Notatdon as above. If(g,h) is the identity 'map of2-diagrams,
then (h:,g.'År is a gnasi-isomefphi$m. There is ajunctor

                        2r : (2 - (Q-Prei /k))ePP -År D(mp)

that sends f to Cone[f.':Zr(V.)' -" .Zr(U.)'][-lj and associate to (g,h) the map (h:,g.')•
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  One can thus define Chow cohomology of a 2-diagram.

            CHC'(U -:f-År V, n) = H. Cone[f.' : Zr(V.)' -År Z'(U.)'][-1] .

It is contravariantly functorial. There is a long exact sequence

             -År CHCr(U - V, n) - CHCr(V, n) Zt:År CHCr(U, n) . ••• .

If U - V is a closed immersion, write CHC'(V, U, n) for CHC'(U - V, n).
  The following refines Theorem I. The category ofmixed motives D(k) is defined in g4. There
are the obvious functor h : (Smooth Proj/k)OPP - D(k) and the functor of cycle complexes
ZO : D(k) --År D(Q). There is Tate twist K(r) = KXQ(r) in D(k).

  Theorem II. There is afunctor

                         h: (Q-Proj/k)OPP -År 1)(k)

which extends the obvious functor h : (Smooth Proj/k)OPP -År IP(h) and satisfies the following.
  (i? For each U in (Q-Proj/k) and its hyperresolution U.,

                   z"(h(u)) = zO(h(u)(r)[2r]) - zr(u.)" .

  (ii? If U is pro7'ective,

                      h(U) = [Uo -!S'År Ui -I]g'År''' !E'!År U.]

where rd is the altemating sum of the graphs of the face maps.

(2.6) Variant of Theorem II. There is a functor

                       h : (2 - (Q-Proj /k))OPP . p(k)

which satisfies:

  (i) For a 2-diagram f : U - V and its hyperresolution f. : U. - V.,

              Zr(h(U -:f-År V)) = Cone[f.' : Zr(V.)' . Zr(U.)'l[-1] .

  (ii) If U, V are projective then

h(U.V)=

Uo Ed'. Ui -' - -!E'LÅr Ur

rf, T rf,T vf.T
  Vo Sd'. Vi 4' '" Sd'-År V.

where rf, is the graph of fi.
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(2.7) Tkeerem. Let
                                  zt g U'

                                  ig Sf

                                  zgu
be a Carte$ian sg#are of guasi-projective varieties sueh that the horizontal arrews are ciosed
immersions, andf a proper map that induces U' - Z' -# U- Z. Then the pull-back

                            (f, g)* : h(if, Z) - h(us, zt)

i$ an isemorphism.

  To state the following theorem let 3 =rm {O,1,2} with the usual order. An object of the
ca#egery 3- (Q-Proj'/k) is a diagram U -f Y -a W ef qua$l-prcjective varleties and maps

between thern. Let DT(1)(k)) be the category of distinguished triangles in E)(k) and maps
between them.

(2.8) Theorem. There is a contravariant functor

                         (3 - (Q-Proj/k))epP -År DT( IÅr(k))

which assgciate$ te U -:f-År Y -=9-År W a distinguished triangSe ef the form

                    h(V -=gÅr W)-h(U -zag;Årf W) -, h(U -f V) U[ !År] .

(2.9) Theerem. Denete by ( Q-Proj/k; preper) the category of quasi-pro]'eetive varieties and
preper maps. There ext'sts a functor

                         he : ( Q-Prej/k; proper)OPP ---År p(h)

satisfying the properties:
   (9 h. ceincides with the fttf}ctor h in Theore?n I on the subeategerss (Prej'fk). if U g X i$
an opuen immersion into a pro]`ective varietgr and Z = X - U, there is a canonical isomorphism
h.(U) # h(X, Z).
   (W if3' : U' - U i$ gn open im?;}ersigR of gua$i-pro2'ective varieties, there is a$scciated a
morphism j. : h.(U') - h.(ILr). It is covariantly .ftLnctorial in j.

   (iii? ifi : Z-U is a closed immersion and ]' : U-Z- U the open immersion of the
cemplement, then there is a distinguished triansle

                         h.(u - z) 2':År h.(u) SÅÄ h.(zÅr g']

functorial in (U, Z).

2gl
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  (iv?
tive.

  (v?

There is

One has

a canonical morphism h c(U) - h(U)

Z-S(h.(U)V) ..

which is an isomorphism if U

Zs(U, ') .

zs projec-

(2.ig) Deftniticll. Let U be a quasi-prejective variety. Tke object h(U) (resp.
cohomeiogieal metive (resp. it compact}y supported cehemologica} motive) ef Y.

Taklng th

Z'(h(U)) - Zr(U.)'

zr(h.(U))

z-s(h.(u)V) =;- x,(U)

Z-S(h(U)V)

e cebomelogy ln degree

h.(U)) i$ tke

One has

:cohomological cycle complex

:compactly supported cohomological cycle complex

:homological cycle complex

:compactly supported homologieal cycle complex.

- n, one has

        cffCr(u,n) = ff-nXr(h(U)) :Chow cokomolegy

        CHC.rpt(U, n) == HwwnZr(h(U)) :Chow cohomology with compact support

        CH,(U,n) = Hr"ÅíwwS(h.(U)V) :Chow homology

        CH,CPt(U, n) = HwwnZwwS(h(U)V) :Chow homology with compact support.

Each theory is contravariantly or covariantly functorial for all maps or proper maps.

  g3. The preof of Theorem I.
  The fel}ewiug 2$ aB ag}plMcatioR ef Tkeerem I. If U = U', f -- id, and Z, Z' = ig

oxe xecevers Tbecrem I.

  Theoreml' Let
                                zt 4 ut

                                 ig lf

                                 z-P u

be a Cartesian square of quasi--pro]'ective varieties such

immersiens, and f a proper map that induees U' - Z'

                                z; -g!•. u;

                                 Sg• if.

                                z. 4' u.

tkeR

that the horiuontal arrows are closed
t-"l

--- År U- Z. Let

2g2
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be a com7nutative diagram of hyperresolutions over the above sguare. Then the
complexes

map of

(f.',g.') : Cone[P.* : Z'(U.)' -År Zr(Z.)'] . Cone[a: : Z'(U;)* --År Z'(z:)*]

is a quasi-isomorphism.

  The proof of Theorem I and Theorem I' proceeds by induction on the dimensions of the
varieties involved. Let us call Theorem I. (resp. Theorem IA ) the statement of Theorem
I (resp. Theorem I' ) where dimU, dimU., dimU. (resp. dimU., dimU:, dimZ., and
dim Z:) are all g n. Here dimU. := maxdim Ua.

Proof of Theorem I. =År Theorem IA. Theorem I. implies its variant (2.5) for 2-
diagrams of dimension -Åq n. So one may take particular hyperresolutions to prove the
assertion. Take a desingularization U - U'; Iet Z c U be the inverse image of Z. We may
take 1-iterated hyperresolutions of Z, Z', and Z so that there is a diagram

2. .
•

z: .
•

z. -

2
•
z'
•

z

    ,
g U'
    ,

Then
                         z. -u z. -u
                          " and "
                         z. z:
are hyperresolutions of U, U', respectively. The claim is clear in this case since both com-

plexes are quasi-isomorphic to Cone[Z'(U) - Z'(Z.)'].

(3.1) Proposition. Assume Theorem 1.-i. Let

z, T--El-mmÅr ut

tg tf
z-P u

be a Cartesian square of quasi-pro]"ective varieties such that the horizontal arrows are closed

immersions, f a proper map that induces U' - Z' - 3 U- Z, and U and U' are smooth. Let
g.:Z: -År Z. be a map of hyperresolutions overg. Assume the dimensions of the varieties
involved (i.e. U, U', Z. and Z:? are at mostn. One has a commutative diagram

z: -mEL'År u'

t9• t'
z. -g!- u.
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Then the map of compiexes

(f*,9:) : Cone[B.* : x"(u) - Z'(Z.)'] - Cone[a ; : zr(u') - zr(z;)*]

is a quasi-isomorphism.

  Remark. It follows that if U is smooth of dimension S n, and U. - U is a hyperresolu-
tion with dimU. S n, theB the map Zr(U) -År Z"(U.)' is a qua$i-isomorphism. In fact, it
is ebviems for a 1-iterated hyperreselntion. If X is a hyperresolution ef U, aitd Xir --ÅÄ X is a

further hyperresolution, X is of the form

x,

i
X

Us

l
U

(see (1.3)). By in
zr(u) ---År .igr(ut)*,

duction orm Iength,
and X' -År X also.

one knows U' -År U induces a quasi-isomorphism
Hence Xt -" U also induces a quasi-isomorphism.

  The fellewlng
Chow groups.

two tkeorems are proven in {Ha 2]. See [Fu, g6] for the case of erdinary

(3.2) Theorem. Let Y be a sfneeth gua$i-pTojective variety, X c Y g cgesed s?neeth
sttbvare'ety of codimensien d. Let f : Y - Y be the biow-up ofY aieng X, X = fnei(X) the

exceptional divisor, g : X -eF X the induced map, and i : X - Y and J" : X -År Y the closed

tmmerszons.
                               rk 4, V

                               gt tf

                               X--t-y

Denote by N = NxY the normal bandle ofX in Y, and E := g'N/ON(-1) the excess
bundle. Then
  (a? For x E CHic ÅqX, nÅr, f'i.x = j. (cdwwi(E) • g"x)•

  (b? For y E CHk(Y, n), f.f"y =: y.
  (c? if th E CHk(.jtr,n), g.(th) =j'2'.(k) = O, then th =o.

  (d? There is an exact sequence

O --År CHk(X, n) -ElÅr CHk(X, n) e CHle (Y, n) -{lÅr CHk(Y, n) -o
where

(e] Jf st E Cftk(Y,n) satisfies

  a(S) : (g.S, si.fi) ,

b(x, ti) = i.(x) + f. (g) .

f.g = ]'*ij = g, then g = g.
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  (f] There is an exact seguence

            g -År Cgle(x, n) -flÅr cakÅqX,n) e CHk(Y, n) EÅr CHk(Y,n) . e

where
                        or(x) xe (cd-i(E)•g*x, -i.(x)) ,

                            B(X,y) xe j`.(i) -y f'y.

A leLft inverse ofa is given by 7(X,g) = g.X.

  The following follow$ from the above.

(3.3) Theorem. Under the same hypothesis the map

                               .* .I            (f',g') : Cone[s'(Y) LÅr 2r(x)l -År cone[zr(V) =i--År z"(.51t)l

is a quasi-isomomphism.

Proof of Propo$ition (3.1). By induction on the length r of Z. (then Z: has length
K. r). Assume

  (*) (3.1) holds if the length of Z. is ( r - 1.

By Remark to (3.l), it thell Åíollcws

  (**) If U is smooth of dimension S n, U. - U is a hyperresolution wikh dim U. -Åq n and
}eitgth S r, theA Åíhe map Z'(U) - Xr({L;.)* ls a quasi-isomorphi$m.

  Claim 1. If S is a scheme with dimS g n-1 and X -År S its hyperresolutiQn of length
r akd dimX S n, then there exist opell and closed ll.-subschemes (X)., (X)i ef X such
that X = (X).H(X)i and
  (l) Tke subcomp}ex Z"((X)g)' c Zr(X)" is acyclle.
  (ii) dim(.X)i 1 n - 1.

  Proof. If X is a i-lterat,ed hyperresolntieR, let X be the reductioB ef a 2-reselntiexx

                              Xx - Xei
                               tt

                              XiO - S

and a hyperreselntioit of length r - i

                            (Xn). - Xii
                              ti

                            (Xio).- Xlo.
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Let (Xoi). c Xoi be the union of common components of Xii and Xoi. Then its comple-
ment has dimension S n-1. Let (Xii). :== (Xoi). and [(XiD.]. C (Xii). its inverse image-
Then [(Xii).]o -År (Xll). is a hyperresolution of lengt]h r - 1, so by (**) the pull-back map

.arr((Xn).) - År z'([(Xn).]o)"

i$ a qgasi-lsomeirphism. If exxe takes as X. c X tke gpeg azid closed sRbsckeme cggslsting
of (Xic)., (Xg)a and [(XiD.]o, k satisges tke gr$t cegdltlgii.
  Next carry ont the same process on Xie (resp. XiD and (Xio). (resp. (XnÅr.) ln p}ace
ef X. and S. Name}y take (Xoie). to be the common cemponents of Xoie and Xno, and
take its inverse image. Iterate this throughout the tower of 2-resolutions. One obtains an
ope.n subscheme X. c X satisfying the two required conditions.
  If X is an n-iterated hyperresolution, one argues inductively on n.

  Claim 2. To prove (3.1) une may assume

  ("") dimZ. and dimZ: are K. n- 1.
  Proef. Let Z. be the union of common compenents of Z and U; let (Z.). c Z. be the
inverse image ef Z.. By (**) the map Zr(Z.) -)F ZrÅq(Z.).)' is a qua$i-isomerphism. Simi-
lar}y, lf Z5 be tke gRlen ef cemmoR ccmpegents ef Z' and U', tkeR Zr(Z6) - Zr((Z:).)*
i$ a qgasi-i$o}i{}orphism. Tke assertlen (3.l) wi}} Rot chaiige if we replace (g, g',Z, Z') by

(U - Z.,U' -- Z6,Z- Z.,Z' - Z6År. Then one has dim Z, dimZ' are g n- l.
  Apply then Claim 1 to Z. --År Z and Z: -År Z', and replace them by open and closed
subschemes with dim S n- 1 without changing the quasi-isomorphism classes. The condition
that dim Z., dim Z; are S n --- 1 is achieved.

  Now assume (*) and (***). We first consider the case where f is the blow-up of along
a smooth center C c U (then C c Z). Letting E be the exceptional divisor one has a
diagram
                               E- Zt g Ut
                               $;i
                               C-ZgU
wkere all t}}e squares are Cartesleei. We app}y the hypothesis Theorem le-i te the }eft
square and Theorem (3.3) to the ontside square; then we obtain the c}aim. Thus the clairrx
also holds if f is a succession of blow-ups along smooth centers,
  In the general case, take embedded resolutions of (U, Z) and (U', Z'), so there is a com--

inutative diagram
                            (U',Z,) Åq--.--.--+-. (O•t,2t)

                              fl lf

                             (U,Z) - (U,Z)
wl}eye the }}erlzeRtal arrows aye s=ccess}oi]Ls of blew-gps alexxg smootk centers. Applyillg tl}e

above te tke k"rlzgRtal arrows, one l$ red"ced to the fol}owlxxg propesitiek.

(3.4) Proposition. Assurrte Theorem
of srnooth quasi-pro]'ective var'ieties of

Ia-i. Let f : X -År Y be a
dimen.sion 7L, C C X, P C

proper birational mapu
Y be normal crossing
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divisors such that C = (f'D)r.d. Let

                              C. ---År C
                               is

                              D. -D
be a map of hyperresolutions. Then the map f' : CHCr(Y, D, m) - CHCr(X, C, m) is in-
lectzve. ij moreoverf znduces an isomorphism X-C - Y-D, then f' is an isomorphism.

  Proof. First note by JA-i, CHC'(Z,m) is defined for Z with dimZ S n- 1, and
contravariantly functorial. Similarly CHCr(U, Z,m) is defined for U smooth and Z c U
closed with dimZ Åq n - 1.
  Since f' : CHr(Y, m) - CH'(X, m) is injective, the claim is equivalent to the map

                      f* , CHCr(C, m) . CHCr(D, m)

being injective. We will prove this by induction on the number of irreducible components of
D. Let Di be an irreducible component of D, Ci a component of C mapping birationally
to Di, D' = D - Di, and C' = (f'D')red. One has a commutative diagram

                cHCr(C,Cr,rn) - CHC'(Ci,CinC',m)

                     TT
               CHCr(D,D,,m) - CHCr(Di,DifiD',m).
The lower arrow is an isomorphism by Theorem I'.mi. The right vertical map is injective
by induction hypothesis on n. Hence the injectivity of the left vertical map. There is a map
of long exact sequences

     - CHCr(D,D',m) --------År CHCr(D,m) - CHCr(D,,m) -

     - CHCr(C,C',m) - CHCr(C,rn) - CHCr(Ct,m) -
By induction hypothesis the third vertical arrow is injective. The second vertical arrow is
injective by five-lemma.
  Assume now X - C -; Y - D. Take a succession of blow-ups f : Y - Y that factors
through X, and let D :=: f-i(D)red, so:

                              D -------År Y

                               i f't

                              C-X
                               l fi

                              D-Y
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where f = fo f'. Take hyperresolutions of D, C, and D, and one has

                 CHCr(Y, D) -tt:År CHCr(X, C) Ztl:År CHCr(S7, b) .

Since f' = f"o f" is an isomorphism as in the proof of (3.1), and f" and f' are injective,

the latter two are both isomorphisms.

Proof of Theorem IA-i =År Theorem I.. Let X, X, S, etc. be as in (1.3) (with
I = 1, S = U). We show the maps a, b both induce quasi-isomorphisms of cycle complexes.
Since
                zr(xt)' = cone[zr(x)'o zr(s')' -)F zr(x')'][-1]

it is enough to show that both a' : Z'(X)' -)- Z'(X')' and 6' : Zr(S')' - Z'(X')' are
quasi-isomorphisms. Assume X is a D.-scheme, and an n-iterated hyperresolution of S.
That a" is a quasi-isomorphism follows from Remark to Proposition (3.1). To show P' is
a quasi-isomorphism, one is reduced to the case n == 1, and then to the case r == 1. If
n = r = 1, X' -År S' is a hyperresolution of the Cartesian square X -År S, so one concludes
by Proposition (3.1).

  Let f : X -)F Y be a map of hyperresolutions of a quasi-projective variety S. Consider
the commutative diagram of 1-diagrams

                              x-y
                                 Xy /
                                     s

Take its total diagram, then its hyperresolution:

                              X-Y
                                 Å~/
                                     s

One has a commutative diagram of hyperresolutions of S

                          x' 4 xt F-9- s'

                          't t tid
                           y4 yt g s,

Since the four maps a, b, a' and b' induce quasi--isomorphisms of cycle complexes, so does f.

  g4• The categories Dfi.it.(k) and KbZ(Smooth Q-Proj/k)OPP.

  We collect all that is needed in this paper on the category of mixed motives. We first recall
notions from [Ha, II,g3 and gl].
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  A C-cempiex (of abelian grottps) ceRsists of
  (i) Complexes AM = (A'n,',dAm) (each of which is not necessarily bounded) for m E Z,
such that for all but finitely marmy m's, AM = O; and
  (i!) For m Åq n, maps of gr&ded grcgps

                          ITM,n : AM,. -År An,-(n-m-1)

sllbject te tl}e ceRditiek

             pm,n.(-1)m dpm + (-1)n dA. .Fm,n + Z) ,Frrein.,Fm,e xe o

                                             mÅqeÅqn

a$ a map AM,' o An,.-n+m+2.

  One can associate with it a complex, the total complex Tot (A) = (Tot (A)',d), defined as:

                            Tot (,4)P =, (ID Am,p-m

                                      PEZ

(wkich is a finite sum), afid the dlfferelltia} d is tke direct sum, fer m, of (-l)M dA,va + FM," :
AM,' --År o.År.A",'-("mbM-i). The condition in (ii) is equivalent to d beimg a differential.

  For srr}ooth projective varieties there is another notion of distinguished subcomplexes of cycle

comp}exes. It differs from that iR g2 iR tkat oRe cok$iders oRly smoeth projectl\e varietles bnt
stronger conditions, (ii), (ii) below, are satisfied. See [Ha, II, Sl] for the proof.

  For each smooth projective variety X there is a coilection of distinguished subeomplexes of
Xr(X, •) satisfying:
  (i) Fgs a dlstiBguished sisbcemplex Zr(X, •)', the inclllslek lnte Zr(X, •) is a guasi- isemor-

phism;
  (ii) For any cycle f ff ZS(X Å~ Y, e) and a distinguished subcomplex Z'H-SnddiMX(Y, -)' there is

a distinggished subcomplex Zr(X, •)' on which f. is defined and induces a map f. : 2'(X, s)' --År
;ii rÅÄs-dimX(y, . + e)f;

  (iii) The intersection of a finite collection of distinguished $ubcomplexes is again distin-

guished.

  Fer detai}s oR the categgry t År(k) ef mixed mgtives, we refer tke reader te [Xa, II]. We wii}
oniy need the subcategory Dfi.it.(k) of mixed motives of finite type; the ciefinitions are briefiy

reealled.

  A #nite symbel is a formal s"m
                                 e(Xa , ra)

                                 ctff1
where X. is a smooth projective variety, J a finite index set and r. E Z. We write O for the
correspgndlxxg symbel wbeB i l$ aR empty $et•
  Define dual, tensor product, and inner Hom of (a) finite syxnbol(s) as:

                       (e(Xa,ra))V :=ny" G(Xa, diM Xa - ra) •
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               (e(X.,r.)) X ((I)(Xa,,r.,)) = e(X. Å~ XGi,r. +ra,) ;

and
           Hom(O(Xa,ra),O(Xa,,r.,)) = (O(X.,ra))V X (O(Xa,,r.,)) .

  Define the cycle complex of a finite formal symbol by

                      ZO(O(X., r.), •) == eZ'" (X., •) .

One also uses cohomological notation ZO(O(Xa,ra))-n = ZO(e(Xa,ra), n).
  Note there is a partially defined map

            ZO (Hom((Xi, ri), (X2, r2) ), • ) X ZO (Hom((X2, r2)(X3, r3) ), ' )

                      -- -År ZO (Hom((Xi, ri), (X3, r3) ), ' )

given by the composition of correspondences

                    uXvevou=p13.[(u Å~ X3)• (Xl Å~ V)] .

  By definition, an object of T)fi.it.(k) is a set of data K = (KM) == (KM, fMi") where
  (i) For each integer m, KM == O.Ei(.)(Xa, ra), a finite symbol.
  (ii) For (m,n) with m Åq n, given fM," == (f.Mp'") E .ZO(Hom(KM,K"))-"+M+i, which are
subject to the conditions:
  For fMk,Mk+i E .ZO(Hom(KMk,KMk+i))-Mk+i+Mk+1 (k = 1,2,••• ,r) one has

  fMr,Mr+i.fMr,Mr-i. . . . .fMi,M2 is defined and E ZO(Hom(KMi,KMr+i) )"Mr+i+Mi+' .

  For m Åq n, one has
                     (-1)n afm,n + 2 fe,n . fm,e .. o , .

                                 mÅqeÅqn
On the left side the compositions of the correspondences are required to be defined.

  There is the functor of cycle complexes ZO from Dfi.it.(k) to the derived category of Q
vector spaces. To define ZO(K, •), for each m and a E I(m), take a distinguished subcomplex
ZO((X., r.), •)' so that each f.M,is" induces the map f.M,is". : 2O((X., r.), •)' - ZO((Xp, rB), •)'.

We then Iet
                        ZO (KM, ')1 :== OaZO((Xa, ra), ')t

and have fM;n. : ZO(KM, •)' - ZO(K",•+ (n -m- 1) )' is defined. We define ZO(K, •) to be
the total complex Tot(Ze(KM, •), f.M'"), namely the complex (K, d) wit,h

                           Ki == (]i) ZO(Kj,j' - i)',

                               J'-Åri

and
                         di == 2((-1)oo,• +zf.o'•e) .

                              o' o' Åqe
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  Let (K,f) and (L,g) be objects in 1)fi.it.(k). The function cycle complex
Hom(K,L)' is defined as follows. Let ZO(Hom(KM,LM'),•)' be distinguished subcornplexes

such that

      For uEZO(Hom(KM,LM'),•), both uof"'M and gM""'ou aredefined.

(This is possible since there are only finitely many non-zero f",M's and gM',"''s.) The coho-

mological complex to be defined has the group of IV-cochains

                 Hom(KL)N= ({D .zO(Hom(Km,Lm'),p)'
                              -m+m'-p=N

The differential of this complex, which we denote by D, is the sum of the three kinds of maps:

  (-1)p+m'+n+1 (. fn,m) : zO(Hom(Km,Lrn'), p)' - zO(Hom(Kn, Lm'),p+ n' - m' - 1)' ,

   (-1)m'+n' (gm',n' .) : zO(Hom(Km,Lm'),p)t - zO(.Erom(Km,Ln'),p+ nt - mt - 1)t ,

and
           (-1)M' b : ZO(Hom(KM, LM'), •), -År ZO(Hom(KM, LM'), • - 1 )' .

  Given three objects K, L and M, the partially defined composition map

                  Hom(K, L). X Hom(L, M)' - - -År Hom(K, M)'

                  uxv F--År vou; (vou)min = ]Z) ve,n.um,e

                                        eEz

satisfies the Leibniz formula

                        D(v.u) = Dv.u + (-1)degvv.Du ,

where deg v is the total degree of v in the cohomological complex. There is a quasi-isomorphic
subcomplex of Hom(K,L). X Hom(L,M)' on which the composition is defined. See [Ha, II,
gl].

  By definition
                    HOMDfintte(k)(K, L) == H'OZO(H'OM(K',L) )' .

The composition of morphisms is induced from the composition of the function complexes. A
morphism u : K -År L is represented by uM," E Hom(KM, L")-n-+M (non-zero only for m S n)
subject to the condition

           (-1)naum,n - Z)(-1)m+e ,ue,n.fm,e + ]E)("1)e+n ge,n.um,e .. o .

It defines the zero morphism if there exist UM," E Hom(KM, L")H"m+M-i (non-zero only for
m :{{ n - 1) such that

         uTn,n = (-1)noum,n + 2(rm1)m+e ue,n.fm,e + 2])(-1)e+n ge,n.urn,e .
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  We have the following (only the functor h, the duality functor and the cycle complex functor
will be used in this paper), see [Ha, III. Let (Q(r) == (pt,r)[2r], the Tate objects.

(4.1) Theorem. The category Pfi.it.(k) has a structure of triangulated category. Moreover
  (1) Dfinite(k) has dual, temsor product, inner Hom, the unit object Q, and the Tate objects
mp(r).

  (2) [l]here ls a coBtyavarlant functor h : (SmegthPTojl/k) - Pfinite(k)t
  (3År lf X ls smeetk alld projective, oEe kas

                   HOMvfi.,,.(k)(Q, h(X)(r)[2r - M]) = Km(X)if) .

Here the right hand side is an Adams-graded piece of the K--group of X.
  (4) There is the cycle complex functor ZO : Dfinite(k) - D(([[?)•

  Let Z(Smooth Q-Proj/k)opP be the additive category with the same objects as
(Srnooth Q-Proj/k) and for V, V' smooth quasi-projective

                           Hom(V, Y') = ZMap(y', v)

t}}e free abeXan group over the set gf mapg frerr} Y' to V. (Thls ckelce, rather thaxx }t$
opp6slte, wM be cenven!ent for us.) Let KbZ(Smeoth Q-Proj/k)OPP be the hemetopy categery
of bounded complexes in Z(Smaooth Q-Proj/k)OPP. It is a triangulated category. An object is
of the form M = (M',f') where MP is smooth quasi-projective and fP E ZMap(MP+i,MP),
If M, M' are objects of KbZ(Srnooth Q-Proj/k)OPP one has the complex of abelian groups

                                  Hom(M, M')'

armd Hom(M, M') = HO Hom(M, M')'. One defines the functor of cycle complexes

                      z" : Kbz(Smoeth Q-Proj/k)"P" - D(Q)

a$
                  zr(M). ,.. ".. -Lf :,' zr(Me). "gti2, zr(Me). Zti, ...]

the double complex with a"(MO)O placed in degree zero. He.re we denote a distinguished
subcomplex of Z'(Ma)' by the same notation, and fa are the maps induced by pull-backs.
  There is a natural functor

                 n : Hrc (Q-Proj /k)OPP -+ KbZ(Smooth Q-proj /k)OPP

defines by

                                 (U.gU)sIU.]

wkere
                           [U.] :== [Ue 4 ``' -f4' {7i "-E!År Url

(Uo in degree O and d is the alternating sum of the face map$).
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  g5. Tke pregf eÅí Tkeerem II.
  In this seetion we prove Theorem II and its variant (2.6), and sttbsequently Theorems (2.7)
and (2.8).

  For lrreducib}e varieties X E Ob (Smooth Proj/k) afid V G Ob (Smooth Q-Proj/k), let

                    H((X,r),(y, $))' := zdim X+s-r(x Å~ v, .) .

For K E ObD(k) armd M E ObKbZ(Smooth Q-Proj/k)OPP, define the complex

                         H(K, M)' :rm Tot H(Km, Mn).

where the right haRd side i$ the total cemp}ex, defued as in the case where beth K aRd M are
in ObD(k), where one has the function compiex, see g4. Aiso Iet H(K, M) := ffOH(K M)'.
One has "composition of courrespondences" (M' E ObKbZ(Smooth Q-ProJ"/k)OPP)

                   H(K, M)' X Hom(M, M')" - - - H(K, M')'

                                   dvXu F-År uea

indueed from puH-back, and (K' E ObZ)(k))

                   Kom(K', K)' & H(K M)' - - - ll(K', M)'

                                   vXa N orov.

It can be shown these maps are defined on quasi-isomorphic subcomplexes by an argument
similar to [Ha, II, Sl]. They induce maps on Oth cohomology, e.g. N(K, M) X Hom(M, M') -År
E(K,M'). The cemposltloxx $atisfies tke fol}ewing assgclativky, botk at tke chalB }eve} aRd
on cohomoiogy.
                              (uoa)ev == uo(aov) ,

                    (ttout)ea =uo(utoa), ao(vevf) :(aov)ovt.

(5.l) Definkio!i. Let M G ObKbZ(Sinootlt Q-Proj/k)OPP. A palr (L,cy) where L E tP(k),
a E N(L, M) is a left resolution of M if for any K es D(k) the map

                       aoÅq-) : HomD(h)(K, L) -År ff(K, M)

is an isomorphism. A left re$olution ls ttnique up to unique lsomorphism.

  Let V E (Srnooth Q-Proj/k), irreducible, and take its smooth compactification, namely an
open immersion 3' : V - V where V ls smooth prejective and D = V - V ls a diviser with
nermal crossings. Let DÅqi) be the i-fold intersection of the components of D s6 one has a strict

simplicial variety augmented to V

                            ...3D(i) $' D(O) --), V.

                              -dl
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Taking its associated diagram (take the alternating sum of the tran$poses of the graphs of the
face maps) one obtains an object of D(k)

                   Åq9&D) ,= [••• -År (D(i),-2) --År (P(O),-1) -År V]

where V in degree O. It fol}ows frem the loealization theerem that for any X ln
(Smooth Proj/k) and any s,

                       2'' : Z.(X Å~ (V&D)) -rÅr Z,(X Å~ V) .

Se ;f we defiBe ft = [rj] tkeR ((VggD), cr) ls a left Te$elutieg ef V. By dev!sage tkere exists a
left reso}ution for (Vs)[ii E ObKbZ(Smooth Q-Proj/k)OPP, for any s and i.

(5.2) Theorem. For any obj'ectM ofKbZ(Smooth Q-Proj/k)OPP, its left resotution L(M) E
1)(k) exists. The association M e L(M) uniquely extends to a functor of triangulated cate-
go7'ies F : KbZ(Smooth Q-Proj/k)OPP --År DÅqk) stich that the isemorphism

                         HomD(k)(K,L(M)) --År ff(K,M)

is functorial in M. One has Zr(M) :=-L Xr(L(M)).

  Proof. The existence of left resolution is proved by induction on the "length" of an object
M, using Prope$iticR Åq5.3) belcw. T}}e case M is ef leRgtk zere was treated abeve. That
M " L(kf) extefids to a functor is easy to verlfy uslllg the universa} property of }eft re$olutiefi,

and the functor is triangulated by (5.3).

(5.3) Proposition. Let Mi (i = 1,2? be ob2'ects of KbZ(Smooth Q-Proj/k)O"P, (Li,ai) left
resolutions of 2rlfi, andnG Hom(Mi,M2), v E HompÅqkÅr(Li,L2) be such that ueai : ew2ov•

                                L, - L2
                               crit ta2

                                M, --!LÅr M,

Let fYf == CoRe'u, L = Cgite•v. Then there is ft E ff(L,M) sscch that (.I),cM) i$ g ieft re$eiutien
of rvf.

  Proof. If
                              Ml --År M2 -M ,"2År

ls a eissk}ggl$hed trittng'le, $c ls

                   ff(K M,)' -År N(K, M,)' . H(K, M)' g'] .

Similarly for a distinguished triangle Ki -År K2 --År K -!-14 one has

                    ffÅqK, iif)' -" "Åqk'2, iifÅr• -År ff(Ki, .gylÅr' -L"
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distinguished. Under the assumption of the proposition, there is or E H(L,M) which makes
the following diagram "commutative"

                                       t tl                      Li - L2 4L4 L,[1]
                    aii ta2 ta tai[i]
                                       t tt                     M, --ILÅr M2 -!LÅr M - Mi[1] ,

namely aov' == utocr2 and ai[ll ovi' == uttoa. We show (L,a) is a left resolution of M. For any

K c ObD(k) one has a map of exact sequences

  Hom(K,Li) - Hom(K,L2) - Hom(K,L) - Hom(K,Li[1]) --- Hom(KL2[1])

   H(K,Mi) - H(K,M2) --År H(K,M) ----År H(K,Mi[1]) ----År H(K,M2[1]).

By assumption all the vertical rnaps except the middle one is an isomorphism; hence so is the

middle one.

(5.4) Theorem. There is a unigue functor

                             h: (Q-Proj/le)OPP -År cD(k)

sueh that the following square eommutes (where the leLftt vertical arrow is the natural functor?.

                 Hrc (Q-Proj/k)OPP 4 KbZ(Smooth Q-Proj/k)OPP

                        l tF
                  (Q-proj/k)opp 4 z)(k).

  Proof. The functor hoF factors through Ho Hrc (Q-Proj /k)OPP by Theorem I. Via the equiv-
alence HoHrc (Q-Proj/k)OPP - (Q-Proj/k)OPP one obtains the functor h.

Proof of Theorem (2.6). Parallel to the proof of Theorem II, using (2.5).

Proof of Theorem (2.7). This follows from Theorem I' and the following fact.

(5.5) Proposition. Letu : K -År L be a morphism in CD(k). Suppose for any smooth prol'eetive

X and $,iGZ the map

                 uo(-) : HomD(k)((X, s)[i],K) - HomD(k)((X, s)[il, L)

is an isomorphism. Then 'tL is an isomorphism.
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  Proof. It follows from the hypothesis by a spectral sequence argument that for any M in
'P(k), the map
                     ua(-•) : HomD(k)(M, K) - Homv(k)(M, L)

is an isomorphism. Hence the claim by Yoneda's Lemma,

Preof ef [l]heorem (2.8). Let U. =fl!År V. -tgt!År W. be a hyperresolgtieR ef a -3-dlagram

U -:f-År V -g:-År W. Tkere is a d}stinguisked triai}gle !R KbZ(Smoe#k Q-Proj/k)

                                u.J v.

                               idi tg•

                                u. --!9--Årf' viÅrr.

                               "i tid

                                y. -u9 --År w.

the degree gge map comlRg frem id : V. -År V.. ApplyiRg the functor F eRe kas a distingu!sked
triaRgle

                   h(v -g w)eh(u -gf w).h(u .f v) 2{ll,] .

This process gives a functor

                      Hrc(a - (Q-Proj/k))OPP - DT(tP(k)) .

If O. -tf-!År V. -gt!År' Vl(. is another hyperresolution of the same U -:f-År V -9 W and

                           U.g qE,l!-.,. rv.

                            iii
                           u. -f v. "g w.

a map of hyperresolutions, the induced maps between the distinguished triangles are isomor-
phic, as follows from the variant of Theorem II. Thus one has the induced functor

                        (tt - (Q-Proj/k))OPP - DT(TÅr(k)) .

  g6. The fuRctcr h..

  We preve Theeyem (2.9).
  For U in (Q-Proj'/k), take a projecÅíive
Z =T- X - U and consider the object h(X, Z)

variety X
in D(k).

and an open lmmerslon Uc X. Let
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  If (X',Z') is another compactification of the same U there is a third compactification
(X", Z") and a diagram

                                   (x", z")

                      (X, Z) (Xt, Z,)
and oxe kas f":h(X,Z) -gh(X",Z") aRd g';h(X',Z;) -f)S h(X",Z") by Tkeorem (2.8).
Tkerefere efie ebtaiBs aB lsomorphism

                       " :ww (g')--iof' : h(X, Z) - h(X', Z') -

The isomorphism b is independent of the choice of the diagram (*). The isomorphisms t satisfy
the coeycle condition: if (.X", Z") is a another compactification of U the following diagram is

commutative.
                     h(X, Z) -eÅr h(X,, Zt)
                             eX,, /t
                                  h(xts, zst) .
Thgs de6Re he(U) = h(X, Z) up to the cangRicaKsgmorpkism t. Let f : {7' - g7 5e a proper
map ef qttasi-prejective varietEes, (X', Zt), (X, Z) be cempactifications of U', U respectively,
and f ; X' - X be all extemsion of f. Let

                              f' : hc(U) - hc(U')

be defined by f' : h(X,Z) ---År h(X',Z'). Since two compactifications of the same map f can
be dominated by a third, one show$ this map is independent of the choice of f. Hence one has
a functor h.:( Q-Proj/k; proper)"PP -År 1)(k).

  The composition
                        h.(U) == h(X, Z) . h(X) --, h(U)

i$ the cakeRical moyphism as stated in (iv).
  (ii) Te skow the covariant functeriallty for epell lmmersiens }et 2S : if' --År U be an opexx

immaersion. Let U c X be an open immersion inte a prrojective variety, Z = X - U, ai}d
Z' nm X - U'. Then the canonical morphism

                              h(X, Z') -År h(X, Z)

is by definition the morphism j. : h.(U') -År h.(U). The independence of the choice and
functoriality is proved easily.

  (lii) Let X be a projective variety and A,B c X be closed subsets. One then has a
di$tlRguished triang}e

                    h(X, "`IL v B) --År h(x, y!) . hÅqA v B, A) ww!llSÅrl .

By Theorem (2.7), h(A u B,A) tw h(B,A n B). Hence follows the distinguished triangle.
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(v) If Z.

where XoV

-X. is a hyperresolution of Z - X

h(x, z)v ..

is placed in degree O.

Z'S(h(X, Z)V) ..

zov-rd

i

  '

Z,V

i
  rd

  X,V - XY e---- •••
        rd                  Td

 Since Z-S(XV) = Z,

Z.(zo) " z,(zi) e!L-

t
Zs(Xo) Åq-L

1

elL' zX

t
- X.v
  rd

(X) for X smooth projective

        •••4 Zs(Zo)

Z,(X,)

                  t

4 ••• e!L z.(xo)

'
one has

the maps are push-forwards by the face maps of Z., X. By Theorem
(2.3) the natural map

                     ZnS(h(X, Z)V) - Cone[Z.(Z) - Zs(X)]

is a quasi-isomorphism, and by Theorem (2.1) there is a natural quasi-isomorphism

                        Cone[Z,(Z) -År Z,(X)] . Z,(U) .

Hence one has a quasi-isomorphism Z-S(h(X,Z)V) -År Z.(U). This quasi-isomorphism is
compatible with different choices of (X, Z).

  Remark. To show (2.9) one only needs a functor

                          h : (2 - (Proj/k))OPP -+ D(k)

the restriction of h in Theorem (2.6) to the subcategory of 2-diagrams of projective varieties.
The existence of such a functor is also proved in [Ha li.
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